INTERNATIONAL ARCHAEOLOGY DAY TWEETATHONS

Join us at noon in your local time zone

#IAD2020 +

Oct 1
Noon—#IADKickoff
12:15 pm—#IADEvents
12:30 pm—#SitesToSee
12:45 pm—#ArchaeologyFunFact

Oct 9
Noon—#ArchaeologistsAtWork
12:15 pm—#FavoriteArchaeologyTool
12:30 pm—#FieldBoots
12:45 pm—#LabLife

Oct 16
#ArchaeologyVsArcheology Challenge
#TeamArchaeology
#TeamArcheology

Oct 17
International Archaeology Day!
#IAD2020
#WhyArchaeology

www.archaeologyday.org
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12:45 pm—#ArchaeologyFunFact

Use this text or write your own to ring in IAD!

Highlight your event in a tweet.
More than one event? Tweet more than once!
No event? Tweet about an event that sounds fun!

Feature sites that are important to your organization. Again, feel free to tweet more than once in this timeframe.

Promote your site, collections, and/or organization with #ArchaeologyFunFacts between 12:45 PM and 1 PM
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Join us at noon in your local time zone
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Oct 9

Noon—#ArchaeologistsAtWork
12:15 pm—#FavoriteArchaeologyTool
12:30 pm—#FieldBoots
12:45 pm—#LabLife

Join us in today’s Intl #Archaeology Day Tweetathon as we celebrate #ArchaeologistsAtWork #IAD2020 (Photo: Mick Mongey)

Oh the stories these boots could tell! #FieldBoots #archaeology #IAD2020 (Photo: Shannon Dunn)

Screens help archaeologists find small artifacts they may have missed while digging #IAD2020 #FavoriteArchaeologyTool (Photo: Jason Lau)

Last but not least, #LabLife is a very important part of the archaeological process #IAD2020 #Archaeology (Photo: Charlotte Goudge)
INTERNATIONAL ARCHAEOLOGY DAY
TWEETATHONS

Join us at noon in your local time zone

Tweet #IAD2020 +

Oct 16 #ArchaeologyVsArcheology Challenge
#TeamArchaeology or #TeamArcheology

This is a nod to our English speaking collaborators.

Did you know that there’s more than one way to spell arch(a)eology in English? And some people feel very strongly about their preferred spelling!

International Archaeology Day!
#IAD2020 #WhyArchaeology

We may not be able to have International Archaeology Day in person this year, but we’re still celebrating virtually! #IAD2020

#Archaeology gives us a tangible glance at the past #WhyArchaeology #IAD2020

#Archaeology was not written by the victors. The archaeological record includes everyone’s contributions. #WhyArchaeology #IAD2020